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There are one hundred and eleven sigils in this book that can help with anything from

self-confidence to luck, from healing to protection, and from inspiration and intuition to love.When

you work with the sigils in this book, you throw out all the confusing magickal garbage and get

straight to the power of change. Sigils provide you with a visual code that unlocks the essence of

magick.This book does not contain anything to do with witchcraft, spellcasting, kabbalistic ritual,

evocation or any other method of magick that you might be familiar with.A sigil is nothing more than

a drawing, but in this case, the drawing is so much more than you can imagine. These drawings

bypass the conscious mind, connecting you to a stream of pure magick. This is not dark magick, but

magick of light. You can do no harm with this magick, to yourself or to others. The magick works

because you have access to one hundred and eleven secret sigils, handed down from ancient

times. Every one of them can work wonders in the modern world.You will discover:The Magick of

the MindInspiring OthersExtended PerceptionFortuneLove and FriendshipBreakthrough

MagickSpiritual MagickPersonal StrengthPeace MagickProtection MagickPersonal HealingHealth

MagickWisdom and EducationBusiness and FinanceEmployment MagickThe magick presented

here is not bound to any religion, and it requires no magick words. You donâ€™t have to learn any

difficult pronunciations or say a single word out loud. The magick requires no visualization and no

equipment. You wonâ€™t light a candle or wave a wand. All you need is this book, your own strong

desire and the will to carry out the instructions.
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If the universe was like a computer, magick would be it's software. Magickians are like

programmers. Rituals are like system commands. In the old style of magick, you had to basically

know computer language and code to use and understand the rituals (like a dos based system).The

Gallery of Magick is a revolution to the world of magick as Windows was to the PC world. No longer

must we understand computer language or code to use the system. Now it's as simple as pressing

enter. This is the beauty of the Gallery of Magick.Their books have changed my world. Given me

hope when I was hopeless and showed me the way to Power when I was weak. For this, I will be

forever deeply grateful.This book of Sigils works. Sometimes instantly. More often with a deep

subtle power that gradually shapes your reality in a few days according to your exact wishes yet

beyond your expectations.I suffer lactose intolerance. It was particularly bad and I was desperate so

I picked up the book for the first time and did the stomach sickness ritual. As I was doing the ritual

my stomach sickness began to cease. By then end, it was gone. Now I can eat dairy without much

discomfort but when I do feel discomfort, simply by thinking of the ritual and the sigil, my stomach

stops bothering me. It's as if my subconscious remembers the energy and intention of the sigil and

utilizes it in that moment.These Sigils work as simply as pressing enter on a keyboard and the

universal computer responds just as surely. Foolproof magick brilliantly packaged. Buy it and

witness your life change.

The book has so much good stuff. After reading your comments about the book, I thought there was

going to be a lot of reiterating sigils, but there is so much more and getting money out of the blue

worked with my first try!!!!!!!. Unreal !!!, Thank you Adam and GOM!!!!!!!!!!...

Quickly becoming one of my favorite magic books.Gorgeous, Generous and Amazing.This is a

blessing for anyone. Thank You!Kim Caldwell creator of Archangelology Book and Audio Series

I don't usually do this type of thing but as it turns out these really do work. In Antiquity there were

many geometric shapes used for various reasons. God is the most powerful mathematician for that



is who the Universe is designed. So God's energy is in everything including these.

I debated on posting this, but my experience has been so awesome I couldn't resist. This is the

latest after some other great experiences since I started with GOM. I started buying the GOM books

only a couple weeks ago. So far I've bought (if I may abbreviate) Cashbook, 72 Angels, Protection,

Seduction, Love, Sigils of Power, Words of Power. I made it through about 8 days of 11 on one 72

Angels and did two rituals from Sigils of Power (quiet neighbor and return lost love). Other than that

I've done the rituals at the beginning of the some of the books to activate them for when I'm ready to

do the works. I believe a resulting "side effect" is that my "spiritual help" is nearer to me than before

and I am able to more clearly hear them (claircognizant) and they have recently helped me

accomplish some things just based on my thoughts without rituals, plus more! Today's examples: 1)

I was thinking of selling a property and got a call out of the blue yesterday from a buyer prospect

who saw it today and plans to make a solid offer. Buyer saw 5 other properties right before mine but

apparently likes mine best. I never even listed it for sale! 2) On my way home, I stopped for gas.

While paying at the register (I normally pay at the pump), the scratch off lottery tickets caught my

eye. I have not played a scratch off lottery ticket in about a decade. I last played the lottery about

two years ago. I'm just not into gambling. However, after glancing at the tickets, about 30 different

types in the case, my spirit help told me to buy a particular $3 one. I scanned the $1 ones because I

just don't like to spend money on this type of thing, but then heard in my mind, "No, play this one,

the $3 one." I did (just this one ticket) and said to the store clerk this one is a winner. The clerk

scratched and held it to the machine and I won $60!!! 3) Then, later my niece called me. We speak

a couple times a year. She lives a few hours away. I answered, "Hello, niece. You are pregnant. Is

that why you are calling?" She said, "Yes, how did you know?" LOL! Truly she had not even been

discussing trying to become pregnant ever before and I have not spoken to anyone else about it

either. GOM = pretty amazing stuff! I feel like my psychic pipes have been cleared. Also, for

whatever it's worth, my dog will not stay in the room when I perform other rituals, but she's totally

comfortable lying next to me during GOM rituals. Animals are sensitive and attuned, so I have extra

confidence there is no "bad stuff" in GOM rituals. I even had the Virgin Mary appear a couple of

times to my right during the angel ritual, and I've "seen" a couple of angels during the rituals. One is

represented by blue and the other red. Sorry for long post but this is exciting. The only "complaint" I

have about the GOM work is that there are SO MANY fantastic rituals that will have a positive

impact on my life that I get overwhelmed about which to do first...like a kid in a candy store. I wish I

already have done them already. I probably won't recognize my current self after all the work I plan



to do within the next year. GOM, thanks for publishing this amazing collection and having done so

thoughtfully and responsibly. You guys are totally phenomenal.

Very straightforward and simple to use. Will try some of the suggested sigils and note if there are

any changes.

This is the simplist magick yet! You can't go wrong it, have an issue or desire, find the right ritual

and use it. It works!

Helped to ease my mind with an issue. Easy to read and understand.
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